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A 4th edition specially dedicated to Mr Guy Retoré

«It is with great interest that I have had a look at your 
programme, and the overall project of 

Dreams Before Dawn Festival (Reves D’avant L’aube).
What a wonderful project! 

Generous and Intelligent : to gather all these companies 
from Europe, young and possessed by the dream of 

theatre - this is so reassuring on the future of live 
performance!

Such an initiative fills us with an incredible, undying hope ; 
that it continues to be part of our everyday struggle and 

joy of living. Theatre also is our everyday food, of this you 
are convinced, and as such you 

make it, affirm it, impose it. 
Thank You. Bravo.

To you and all of your team who decisively manifest a 
Brechtian truth, that 

“Theatre can a lot where there is sufficient desire for life”.
It is also a great happiness for me to see that the theatre 

that welcomed us in the 50s, and who allowed me to 
rename it “Theatre de Menilmontant” should now 

welcome “Reves d’Avant l’aude”. So many adventures not 
so dissimilar to yours, full of the same thirst for generosity 
and audacity have taken place there, and so I wish you ALL 
magical nights of theatre, success and joy during your stay, 
and the sincere hope that you will make this festival grow 

and blossom as it should in the future.»

Guy Rétoré



4TH EDITION EDITION UNDER THE SIGN OF EXPERIMENT 

PRESS RELEASE Rêves d’Avant l’Aube 3-8 July 2018 Théatre de Ménilmontant Paris 20°

The IVth European Theatre Festival “Reves D’Avant L’aube” 
(Dreams Before Dawn 2018) will happen between

the 3rd and 8th July 2018 at the Theatre De Menilmontant.

The Festival aims to gather young professionals and theatre-makers 
aspiring to nurture a European environment for creativity and 

collaboration.

This Festival is open to everyone, who cares about the future of art 
and theatre, to witness emergeant artists and performances, and to 

join discussion on theatre today.

Whether you are an actor, director, musician, technician, designer or 
you are more interested in the management side of theatre and 

performance - you are welcome to participate in a bright and 
thought-provoking series of events that will happen in Paris 3-8 July.

revesdavantlaubefest.com - FR
dreamsbeforedawn.weebley.com - ENG

The program and Companies/Artists information is also available
 in ENGLISH and in FRENCH online at the festival websites
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PRESS RELEASE 

4TH EDITION OF THE FESTIVAL OF EMERGENT EUROPEAN THEATRE:
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The Festival is focused on presenting the 
work of 26 companies of artists, working or 
studying in Europe and searching for their 

own innovative and unique artistic language

Special places are reserved for young artists, 
graduates from 

Rose Bruford College London, 
CRR de Paris (Conservatoire à Rayonnement 

Régional) and University of Plymouth

This year the Fesitval is proud to be a place 
for theatrical investigation and pedagogy 

due to a number of workshops led by 
Theatre Laboratories.

Special places are reserved for young artists, 
graduates from 

Rose Bruford College London, 
CRR de Paris (Conservatoire à Rayonnement 

Régional) and University of Plymouth

This year the Fesitval is proud to be a place 
for theatrical investigation and pedagogy 

due to a number of workshops led by 
Theatre Laboratories.

Our Festival is a great opportunity to workshop and showcase new ideas among 
people who share the same passion as you 

This year, alongside the performance programme, we are launching a series 
of professional events, all aiming to support our Festival with a valuable 
practice of sharing and exchanging hopes and visions about theatre and 

culture.



REVES D’AVANT L’AUBE : HISTORY

Reves D’avant L’aube Festival was established in 2015 as a result of 
the friendship and shared vision of the artistic director of 
Bred In The Bone Theatre Matthieu Bellon and the artistic director 
of Theatre de Menilmontant Hughes Bacigalupo.
Originally, the festival was created to keep the link between UK 
and French new theatre, celebrating the spirit of European art.
Annually, as the programme develops and the number of 
participants grows the ethos of the festival becomes stronger and 
builds itself towards establishing a multi skilled European theatre 
community.
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4TH EDITION OF THE FESTIVAL OF EMERGENT EUROPEAN THEATRE:

Matthieu Bellon has been trained under the patronage of Peter Brook 
(Exeter, UK), as well as by Jacques Lecoq (Paris, France) and
 at Amerta Movement (Java, Indonesia).
He spent 10 years as a core member
of Song Of The Goat Theatre (Wroclaw, Poland).
During the last 10 years he has been
a senior lecturer and has taught actors, directors, designers and 
musicians at Rose Bruford College (London, UK).
As well as teaching workshops around the world.
He is also artistic director of Bred In The Bone Theatre Laboratory 



REVES D’AVANT L’AUBE : PRODUCTION

Reves D’avant L’aube is proudly produced by the team of 
Bred In The Bone Theatre - international theatre company and 

laboratory that traces its origins back to theatre training and the Studio 
model, working as a multinational (French, Icelandic, Polish, 

Portuguese, English, Bulgarian, Greek, American, Russian) ensemble 
that experiments with movement, music and text.

During its ten years of existence, the laboratory has developed its own 
practice that shape its creative process from exploration of actor-

training to performance-making.
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REVES D’AVANT L’AUBE : THE TEAM

FESTIVAL TEAM:

Artistic Director:                   Matthieu Leloup-Bellon

Production Manager:             Aiden Bromley

Marketing Director:               Ksenia Sofronova

Technical Manager:                Jack Holloway

Communication GB:               Lilia Nova / Kate Radford 

Communication France:          Nathalie Hamel / R du large

Assistants:                             Ghislaine Beauce, Jack Williams
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PRESS RELEASE 

2018 : 75 events - 25 companies - 17 nationalities of artists - 3 schools

Companies presented in July 2018 :

- Aiden Bromley and Tomasz Jan
- As Crianças Loucas

- Bred in the Bone Theatre Company - Dir. Matthieu Leloup-Bellon
- Compagnie 1% Artistique - Direction Garance Bonotto

- Collectif Boxon Sentimental 
- Combat Choix

- Eva Rosemarijn & Collective - Dir. Eva Rosmarijn
- A Vous De Voir - Direction Faraban Koulibaly

- Fluff Productions - Sarah Sigal
- Grâce Lockwood

- James Dangerfield
- Jublio

- Kate Radford
- Le Bal des Mouches

- Nouvelle Hydre
- PinPoint Theatre Company - Producteur Mitchel Whelan

- Project Chelovek
- Red Room production

- Roberta Gotti
- System Theatre Company - Shannah Olivia Cole and Ryan Daniel Wilkinson

- Janice Szczypawka
- Sui Generis

- Vertical Exchange Collective - Direction Joanna Bucknall
- Yesun Tsatsal

- Call Cat
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The 2018 Festival will be broadcast for the first time in 
Streaming Live free access, to address a wider audience, 

beyond the walls of the French capital.



Aiden Bromley et Tomasz Jan - 
AWAKE: AN IMPROVISED DREAM

Bred in the Bone Theatre Company -
THE SHIP

Roberta Gotti -
PARALLEL STATE

Aiden Bromley et Tomasz Jan - 
AWAKE: AN IMPROVISED DREAM

Bred in the Bone Theatre Company -
THE SHIP

Roberta Gotti -
PARALLEL STATE

Aiden Bromley et Tomasz Jan - 
AWAKE: AN IMPROVISED DREAM

Bred in the Bone Theatre Company -
THE SHIP

Roberta Gotti -
PARALLEL STATE

Vertical Exchange 
Collective - 
THE STORY OF YOU 
AND ME (TRILOGY)

Sphota!Teatro et Ahora o 
Nunca Producciones - 
DEUS EX MACHINA

Vertical Exchange 
Collective - 
THE STORY OF YOU 
AND ME (TRILOGY)

Sphota!Teatro et Ahora o 
Nunca Producciones - 
DEUS EX MACHINA



Sarah Sigal/Fluff 
Productions - 
AGENT OF INFLUENCE

Compagnie 1% Artistique 
BIMBO ESTATE

Kate Radford -
DROUGHT

A vous de voir,
direction Faraban Koulibaly - 
ONCE UPON A TIME IN VERONA

Sui Generis Teatro - 
TONIGHT, MORPHEUS!

Compagnie 1% Artistique 
BIMBO ESTATE

Kate Radford -
DROUGHT

A vous de voir,
direction Faraban Koulibaly - 
ONCE UPON A TIME IN VERONA

Sui Generis Teatro - 
TONIGHT, MORPHEUS!

Compagnie 1% Artistique 
BIMBO ESTATE

Kate Radford -
DROUGHT

A vous de voir,
direction Faraban Koulibaly - 
ONCE UPON A TIME IN VERONA

Sui Generis Teatro - 
TONIGHT, MORPHEUS!

Compagnie 1% Artistique 
BIMBO ESTATE

Kate Radford -
DROUGHT

A vous de voir,
direction Faraban Koulibaly - 
ONCE UPON A TIME IN VERONA

Sui Generis Teatro - 
TONIGHT, MORPHEUS!



As Crianças Loucas - 
AND ALL THE CHILDREN ARE CRAZY

PinPoint Theatre - 
IF I STAY UP TOO LATE

Collectif Boxon Sentimental - 
ICÔNES TRILOGIE

Eva Rosemarijn & Collective - 
GO AWAY - SEE IF I’M THERE

System Theatre Company- 
ONISM - EXPOSITION

Nouvelle Hydre - MATCH

PinPoint Theatre - 
IF I STAY UP TOO LATE

Collectif Boxon Sentimental - 
ICÔNES TRILOGIE

Eva Rosemarijn & Collective - 
GO AWAY - SEE IF I’M THERE

System Theatre Company- 
ONISM - EXPOSITION

Nouvelle Hydre - MATCH

PinPoint Theatre - 
IF I STAY UP TOO LATE

Collectif Boxon Sentimental - 
ICÔNES TRILOGIE

Eva Rosemarijn & Collective - 
GO AWAY - SEE IF I’M THERE

System Theatre Company- 
ONISM - EXPOSITION

Nouvelle Hydre - MATCH

PinPoint Theatre - 
IF I STAY UP TOO LATE

Collectif Boxon Sentimental - 
ICÔNES TRILOGIE

Eva Rosemarijn & Collective - 
GO AWAY - SEE IF I’M THERE

System Theatre Company- 
ONISM - EXPOSITION

Nouvelle Hydre - MATCH

PinPoint Theatre - 
IF I STAY UP TOO LATE

Collectif Boxon Sentimental - 
ICÔNES TRILOGIE

Eva Rosemarijn & Collective - 
GO AWAY - SEE IF I’M THERE

System Theatre Company- 
ONISM - EXPOSITION

Nouvelle Hydre - MATCH



Red Room Productions - 
LA GÉOMÉTRIE BIZARRE DU TEMPS

Le Bal Des Mouches - 
Secret Voices

James Dangerfield - 
When I fall down - the story Buster 
Keaton

Le Bal Des Mouches - 
Secret Voices

James Dangerfield - 
When I fall down - the story Buster 
Keaton



Jubilo - ON THE OTHER SIDE performance-concert; workshop; film and disscusion 

YESUN TSATSAL- 
Concert of Mongolian Music

CALL CAT - concert 
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PROGRAMME 2018

3.07 TUE

TUESDAY 3 July 2018

w o r k s h o p
I AM . Here. Now. I Speak. To you.
Masterclass by Diego Pileggi assisted by Dawid Ilczyszyn 
JUBILO 
Jubilo is an international theatre group, born in 2011 in Wroclaw, Poland. The name draws 
from the Latin roots of the word ‘jubilare’, meaning ‘to shout with joy.’ The starting point of 
Jubilo’s work is the need for artistic intervention against social exclusion within society. In 
the fabric of every community, there are marginalized peoples living on the borders or 
invisibly within society, due to socio-economic exclusion, race/ethnicity, or developmental 
disabilities. This marginalization between peoples within a community leads to the 
breakdown of human relations, conflicts, and ultimately the building of walls between 
different groups.

This work session will focus on the theme of Identity.
Our initial steps in the workshop will focus on technical elements of theatre craft. From 
there we will slowly move to the second phase of the work: searching to transcend craft in a 
creative process directed towards the underlying theme of the workshop.

JUBILO WORK PRESENTATION - film and discussion

From 2014 Jubilo is leading “Unlocking”, theatre project addressed and developed with 
inmates of the Penitentiary Prison n.1 of Wroclaw. During these two years, a working group 
has been established inside the penitentiary. With this group, the actors of Jubilo opened a 
theatre research process that gave birth, in November 2015 to the performance 
“Odzwierciedlenie” (Reflection).
During this work presentation, a short documentary as well as pictures captured during the 
rehearsing process, will give the possibility of opening a discussion about the experience of 
the group throughout this period and the approach used in building the performance. The 
project Unlocking is still in development. 

Reservation: training@bredinthebone.co.uk
Price: 35 euro
Théatre De Menilmontant
                         

10:00
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PROGRAMME 2018LE PROGRAMME 2018

O P E N I N G  O F  T H E  F E S T I V A L  
THEATRE DE MENILMONANT - SALLE LABO 
Matthieu Leloup-Bellon and Bred In The Bone Theatre 

                          (Welcome drinks, free entry)

13:00

14:00

15:15

16:00

E TODAS AS CRIANÇAS SÃO LOUCAS
(ET TOUS LES ENFANTS SONT FOUS) (ALL THE CHILDREN ARE CRAZY) 
As Crianças Loucas (POR) - Theatre (75 min, Portuguese)  
THEATRE XL
This play talks about a journey, in boat to finish a mission that was imposed by the 
"Company" and all the adventures that came along with it. we get to know all the 
crew and the Captain in this journey, and along the way to see the methods 
applied to get the mission to an end. And all the questions from the crew about 
the mission answered.

ONISM - EXPOSITION 
System Theatre Company (GB) - Theatre - Exposition (60 min, English) 
LABO
Onism explores limitations. We all have one body.  We have to make choices, 
reject possibilities, and assume the consequences.

IF I STAY UP TOO LATE  (SI JE RESTE ÉVEILLÉ TROP TARD)
PinPoint Theatre (AUS) - Theatre (45 min, English) 
THEATRE XL
If I Stay Up too Late is an intimate theatre piece that explores a fear of the future, 
and the idea of missing a piece within oneself. It speaks to anyone who has ever 
found themselves lying awake at night, feeling small and overwhelmed by their 
search for the intangible…

3.07 TUE

TUESDAY 3 July 2018
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PROGRAMME 2018

16:45

18:00

19:30

LES POMPES FUNÈBRES (The Funeral Pomp)
Janice Szczypawka (FR) - Theatre (60 min, Français)  
THEATRE XL
This will also be about death.// But mostly // About Life // On the other side// On 
another setting // What is at play // What really happens // What really weaves //
What really nits //At the Funeral.

                         THE SHIP  
Bred in the Bone Theatre Company  - Theatre (60 min, English) 
THEATRE XXL
The The Crab Cannery ship is Bred in the Bone’s newest major work under 
development.  Based on Takiji Kobayashi’s 1923 novel of working class struggle.  
The performance follows the sufferings of the exploited workers on a Japanese 
Crab Fishing Ship Kanikōsen, showing the vivid imagery of an oppressed life at 
sea and a fight for human dignity.

THE STRANGE GEOMETRY OF TIME  
(LA GÉOMÉTRIE BIZARRE DU TEMPS)
Red Room Productions (GB)  - Theatre (75 min, English) 
THEATRE XXL
It was a dark night and the road was long…. 
Sisters, twins, doubles…return to a haunted space where a gathering of 
restless ghosts clamour to tell their stories, to make themselves felt. 
Bodies, words, dresses, objects act on their own accord, everything moves 
to unsettle and disrupt the peace to unravel a past that disturbs the present. 
Something happened somewhere to someone…who or what is calling to be 
remembered?

3.07 TUE

TUESDAY 3 July 2018
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BIMBO ESTATE
Compagnie 1% Artistique (FR) - Theatre (90 min, Français)  
THEATRE XXL
BIMBO ESTATE is a theatre journey about the icons of popular culture. 
Somewhere between a massage parlour, a facelift surgery and a TV studio, the 
bimbos of this world meet and re-create themselves. Based on a biographical 
research on Loana, Lolo Ferrari, Lova Moor, Pamela Anderson, Anna Nicole 
Smith, Angelyne and the Cicciolina, the play is a sensitive depiction of the 
feminine stereotype called known as 'bimbo'. A fantasy and an idolatry, the 
different textures of these complex identities are merged and expressed in the 
show and question the relationship between the intimate and the theatrical. 
BIMBO ESTATE is neither biopic nor documentary, it is a dream-like journey into 
the repressed myths of showbiz culture.

ESTA NOITE, MORFEU!  (CE SOIR, MORPHEE!; Tonight, Morpheus!)
Sui Generis Teatro (POR) - Theatre (60 min, Portuguese)  
LABO
In Esta noite, Morfeu! we question our beliefs, possible paths, life itself and we 
flood the mind with ideas as crazy as those that passed through our heads at 
night in the middle of the sheets, because as Franz's mind, while sleeping ours 
have the capacity to create the most incredible, misshapen and impossible things 
that we can imagine. 

20:15

21:30

21:45

GO AWAY - SEE IF I'M THERE 
(VAS T'EN - REGARDES SI JE SUIS LÀ)
Eva Rosemarijn & Collective (Rép. Tchèque) - Theatre (60 min, English)  
LABO
Go and see if I am here is a performance about the mechanisms of our intimate or 
close relationships. Originally based on research on our heroes and models, this 
performance evolved into the exploration of expectations, authority, guilt, 
forgiveness and trust in relationships.

3.07 TUE

TUESDAY 3 July 2018
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PROGRAMME 2018

4.07 WED

13:30

13:45

14:45

DEUS EX MACHINA
Sphota!Teatro et Ahora o Nunca Producciones (ES)  
Physical Theatre (60 min,Spanish) 
THEATRE XXL
Deus ex Machina is a physical theatre piece depicting a philosophical reflection 
on human destiny and civilisation. The main female performer evolves within 
everyday physical actions, blinded, during the whole of the performance. It is a 
work on symbolic and oneiric images, with text at the beginning and at the very 
end of the show.

LE TREIZIEME
Melinda Bourbon and Martin Jobert (FR) - Theatre (60 min, Français)  
THEATRE XL

                         

THE STORY OF YOU & I (A PERFORMANCE TRILOGY)
(L’HISTOIRE DE TOI & MOI (UNE TRILOGIE)
Vertical Exchange Collective (GB) - Theatre (75 min, English)  
LABO
The Story Of You And Me (A Trilogy) is an intimate, interactive and immersive 
exploration of the themes of love, loss, and regret, in three parts: Part I - I Devour 
You, Part II - I Hold You and Part III - I let you go. Together, these three parts 
describe the path of a romantic relationship.

WEDNESDAY 4 July 2018
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PROGRAMME 2018
WEDNESDAY 4 July 2018

15:00

16:30

17:00

BIMBO ESTATE
Compagnie 1% Artistique (FR) - Theatre (90 min, Français)  
THEATRE XXL
BIMBO ESTATE is a theatre journey about the icons of popular culture. 
Somewhere between a massage parlour, a facelift surgery and a TV studio, the 
bimbos of this world meet and re-create themselves. relationship between the 
intimate and the theatrical. BIMBO ESTATE is neither biopic nor documentary, it 
is a dream-like journey into the repressed myths of showbiz culture.

ON THE OTHER SIDE (DE L’AUTRE COTÉ)
Jubilo (Poland/Canada/Italy) -Performance-Concert (60 min, English)  
LABO
On the Other Side, is a new work process opened by Jubilo in 2018. It is an 
attempt to investigate the moment of passage from the state of imprisonment to 
the state of freedom questioning the deep meaning of these 2 words. How and in 
which way we pass the border between inprisonment and freedom? Is this border 
clear? How far is it from us?

IL ETAIT DES FOIS A VÉRONE (Once upon a time in Verona)
Collectif A vous de voir direction Faraban Koulibaly (FR) 
Theatre (75 min, Français)
THEATRE XXL
We will not tell the tale of these two, or that one
or this or that, or even these while we're at it.
It's a story of homes, of Love and of desire.
Or a story of lives and deaths.
We have dived with our bodies in Verona, and we came out with stories ;
Stories we will try to tell, with as much imprecision as possible...

4.07 WED
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18:00

18:15

18:45

19:30

E TODAS AS CRIANÇAS SÃO LOUCAS
(ET TOUS LES ENFANTS SONT FOUS) (ALL THE CHILDREN ARE CRAZY) 
As Crianças Loucas (POR) - Theatre (75 min, Portuguese)  
THEATRE XL
This play talks about a journey, in boat to finish a mission that was imposed by the 
"Company" and all the adventures that came along with it. we get to know all the 
crew and the Captain in this journey, and along the way to see the methods 
applied to get the mission to an end. 

ONISM - EXPOSITION 
System Theatre Company (GB) - Theatre - Exposition (60 min, English) 
LABO
Onism explores limitations. We all have one body.  We have to make choices, 
reject possibilities, and assume the consequences.

                         

THE SHIP 
Bred in the Bone Theatre Company  - Theatre (60 min, English) 
THEATRE XXL
The The Crab Cannery ship is Bred in the Bone’s newest major work under 
development.  Based on Takiji Kobayashi’s 1923 novel of working class struggle.  
The performance follows the sufferings of the exploited workers on a Japanese 
Crab Fishing Ship Kanikōsen, showing the vivid imagery of an oppressed life at 
sea and a fight for human dignity.

GO AWAY - SEE IF I'M THERE 
(VAS T'EN - REGARDES SI JE SUIS LÀ)
Eva Rosemarijn & Collective (Rép. Tchèque) - Theatre (60 min, English)  
LABO
Go and see if I am here is a performance about the mechanisms of our intimate or 
close relationships. Originally based on research on our heroes and models, this 
performance evolved into the exploration of expectations, authority, guilt, 
forgiveness and trust in relationships.

WEDNESDAY 4 July 2018

4.07 WED
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20:15

21:00

21:30

22:00

ESTA NOITE, MORFEU!  (CE SOIR, MORPHEE!; Tonight, Morpheus!)
Sui Generis Teatro (POR) - Theatre (60 min, Portuguese)  
LABO
In Esta noite, Morfeu! we question our beliefs, possible paths, life itself and we 
flood the mind with ideas as crazy as those that passed through our heads at 
night in the middle of the sheets, because as Franz's mind, while sleeping ours 
have the capacity to create the most incredible, misshapen and impossible things 
that we can imagine. 

THE STRANGE GEOMETRY OF TIME  
(LA GÉOMÉTRIE BIZARRE DU TEMPS)
Red Room Productions (GB)  - Theatre (75 min, English) 
THEATRE XXL
It was a dark night and the road was long…. 
Sisters, twins, doubles…return to a haunted space where a gathering of 
restless ghosts clamour to tell their stories, to make themselves felt. 
Bodies, words, dresses, objects act on their own accord, everything moves 
to unsettle and disrupt the peace to unravel a past that disturbs the present. 
Something happened somewhere to someone…who or what is calling to be 
remembered?

LES POMPES FUNÈBRES (The Funeral Pomp)
Janice Szczypawka (FR) - Theatre (60 min, Français)  
THEATRE XL
This will also be about death.// But mostly // About Life // On the other side// On 
another setting // What is at play // What really happens // What really weaves //
What really nits //At the Funeral.

IF I STAY UP TOO LATE  (SI JE RESTE ÉVEILLÉ TROP TARD)
PinPoint Theatre (AUS) - Theatre (45 min, English) 
THEATRE XL
If I Stay Up too Late is an intimate theatre piece that explores a fear of the future, 
and the idea of missing a piece within oneself. It speaks to anyone who has ever 
found themselves lying awake at night, feeling small and overwhelmed by their 
search for the intangible…

WEDNESDAY 4 July 2018 4.07 WED
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5.07 THUR

THURSDAY 5 July 2018

w o r k s h o p
ACTOR TRAINING IN MUSICALITY - ‘PRACTICING THE ACTOR’S SCALES’
Masterclass by Bred In The Bone Company
  
Bred In The Bone Company
Bred in the Bone is a multi-national collective of theatre makers based in Brighton, 
UK. Over the last decade, we have trained, led workshops, hosted residencies, and 
performed as a collective all over the world, from the Grotowski Institute in Wroclaw 
to the Chora Cultural Centre on Samothraki Island, Greece. We have worked most 
regularly alongside Theatre De Menilmontant, Paris, and Rose Bruford College of 
Theatre and Performance, London, to present upwards of 30 pieces of work, from 
Shakespeare and T.S. Eliot, to new writing and music performances. We aim to 
restore the actor and ensemble to the centre of performance, using principles of 
coordination, musicality, impulse, and emotion-action to form our training and, 
organically, our performance.
 
These will provide the unique opportunity for a limited number of actors to work 
intensively within both our core company training.
The training will provide participants with a deep insight into core aspects of our 
work, including:
 
Emotion Action – Musicality – Movement – Text – Singing - Co-ordination Training / 
Actor’s Scale

“It was the most fulfilling experience and the biggest change in perspective I have 
ever experienced.” Ariadna Tilve, Spain – Residency Participant
3  hours
Reservation: training@bredinthebone.co.uk
Price: 35 euro
Théatre De Menilmontant
                         

10:00
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11:00

11:00

13:30

AWAKE: AN IMPROVISED DREAM  (ÉVEILLÉ: UN RÊVE IMPROVISÉ)
Aiden Bromley et Tomasz Jan (Poland/GB) - Theatre (60 min, English)  
THEATRE XXL
In AWAKE: AN IMPROVISED DREAM everything is improvised, including the light 
design and the music. It’s a drift into the the unconscious and a celebration of the 
fascinating world of dreams. Originally the show was Tomasz Jan’s final 
dissertation at Rose Bruford College (London) and a part of an investigation on 
the relationship between the act of dreaming and the art of improvising.

AGENT OF INFLUENCE  (AGENT INFLUENT)
Sarah Sigal/Fluff Productions (USA/GB) - Theatre (75min, English)  
THEATRE XL
London. 1936. Lady Pamela, Times fashion columnist and socialite, is recruited by 
MI5 to keep notes on Wallis Simpson and Edward VIII, suspected to be colluding 
with the German Embassy. But Pamela suddenly realises that what began as an 
adventure has led to a deadly struggle for power in a world in the shadow of war. 

THE STRANGE GEOMETRY OF TIME  
(LA GÉOMÉTRIE BIZARRE DU TEMPS)
Red Room Productions (GB)  - Theatre (75 min, English) 
THEATRE XXL
It was a dark night and the road was long…. 
Sisters, twins, doubles…return to a haunted space where a gathering of 
restless ghosts clamour to tell their stories, to make themselves felt. 
Bodies, words, dresses, objects act on their own accord, everything moves 
to unsettle and disrupt the peace to unravel a past that disturbs the present. 
Something happened somewhere to someone…who or what is calling to be 
remembered?

THURSDAY 5 July 2018

5.07 THUR
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15:00

15:30

16:00

DROUGHT  (SÉCHERESSE)
Kate Radford (GB) - Theatre (60 min, English)  
THEATRE XL
In ancient times....in ancient Greece.....Lived Caenis. Daughter of Hippea and 
Elatus of Thessaly. Caenis was most beautiful of all the maidens, made more 
beautiful by equal charm and knowledge. Intelligent, desired, demanded from by 
all the men from far and wide for her hand in marriage. Which she refused. She 
chose a life happy and alone.... until Poseidon, god of the sea, master of waves, 
keeper of tides took her. Changed her. As a parting gift he grants her one wish. 
Her wish? To be transformed into a man. 

ONISM - EXPOSITION 
System Theatre Company (GB) - Theatre - Exposition (60 min, English) 
LABO
Onism explores limitations. We all have one body.  We have to make choices, 
reject possibilities, and assume the consequences.

IF I STAY UP TOO LATE  (SI JE RESTE ÉVEILLÉ TROP TARD)
PinPoint Theatre (AUS) - Theatre (45 min, English) 
THEATRE XXL
If I Stay Up too Late is an intimate theatre piece that explores a fear of the future, 
and the idea of missing a piece within oneself. It speaks to anyone who has ever 
found themselves lying awake at night, feeling small and overwhelmed by their 
search for the intangible… 

THURSDAY 5 July 2018

5.07 THUR
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16:15

17:15

17:30

WHEN YOU FALL DOWN - THE BUSTER KEATON STORY  
(Quand On Tombe - L'Histoire De Buster Keaton)
James Dangerfield (GB) - One-man Musical (60 min, English)  
THEATRE XL
1928. Buster Keaton, star of the silent movies, arrives in Culver City at the movie 
studio, which is to be his new home. He takes this momento to reflect on his life 
and career.
Through slapstick, songs and soft shoe shuffle, follow the triumphs and trials of 
silent film star Buster Keaton as he makes his iconic movies. As the world whirls 
around him, with his marriage failing, his career in danger and turning to the 
bottle, Buster must hit his mark as he films the most dangerous stunt of all.

ESTA NOITE, MORFEU!  (CE SOIR, MORPHEE!; Tonight, Morpheus!)
Sui Generis Teatro (POR) - Theatre (60 min, Portuguese)  
LABO
In Esta noite, Morfeu! we question our beliefs, possible paths, life itself and we 
flood the mind with ideas as crazy as those that passed through our heads at 
night in the middle of the sheets, because as Franz's mind, while sleeping ours 
have the capacity to create the most incredible, misshapen and impossible things 
that we can imagine. 

VOIX SECRÈTES - Secret Voices 
Le Bal Des Mouches (FR) - Theatre (105 min, Français)  
THEATRE XXL
Secret voices talks of the madness of a man forced to be normal - it is the 
encounter of different voices ; those of the margins of society, those of the 
abandonned, of the ones who have no more faith in anything.

                         

THURSDAY 5 July 2018

5.07 THUR
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17:45

19:00

20:30

21:45

LES POMPES FUNÈBRES (The Funeral Pomp)
Janice Szczypawka (FR) - Theatre (60 min, Français)  
THEATRE XL
This will also be about death.// But mostly // About Life // On the other side// On 
another setting // What is at play // What really happens // What really weaves //
What really nits //At the Funeral.

THE STORY OF YOU & I (A PERFORMANCE TRILOGY)
(L’HISTOIRE DE TOI & MOI (UNE TRILOGIE)
Vertical Exchange Collective (GB) - Theatre (75 min, English)  
LABO
The Story Of You And Me (A Trilogy) is an intimate, interactive and immersive 
exploration of the themes of love, loss, and regret, in three parts: Part I - I Devour 
You, Part II - I Hold You and Part III - I let you go. Together, these three parts 
describe the path of a romantic relationship.

THE SHIP 
Bred in the Bone Theatre Company  - Theatre (60 min, English) 
THEATRE XXL
The The Crab Cannery ship is Bred in the Bone’s newest major work under 
development.  Based on Takiji Kobayashi’s 1923 novel of working class struggle.  
The performance follows the sufferings of the exploited workers on a Japanese 
Crab Fishing Ship Kanikōsen, showing the vivid imagery of an oppressed life at 
sea and a fight for human dignity.

E TODAS AS CRIANÇAS SÃO LOUCAS
(ET TOUS LES ENFANTS SONT FOUS) (ALL THE CHILDREN ARE CRAZY) 
As Crianças Loucas (POR) - Theatre (75 min, Portuguese)  
THEATRE XL
This play talks about a journey, in boat to finish a mission that was imposed by the 
"Company" and all the adventures that came along with it. we get to know all the 
crew and the Captain in this journey, and along the way to see the methods 
applied to get the mission to an end. And all the questions from the crew about 
the mission answered. 

THURSDAY 5 July 2018
5.07 THUR
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22:00

22:00

DEUS EX MACHINA
Sphota!Teatro et Ahora o Nunca Producciones (ES)  
Physical Theatre (60 min,Spanish) 
THEATRE XXL
Deus ex Machina is a physical theatre piece depicting a philosophical reflection 
on human destiny and civilisation. The main female performer evolves within 
everyday physical actions, blinded, during the whole of the performance. It is a 
work on symbolic and oneiric images, with text at the beginning and at the very 
end of the show.

C O N C E R T

CALL CAT
A brand new band from London, formed by Hannah Marsden and Takatsuna Mukai, performing 

their first show in France.
The sound merges melodies with space and light, rhythm with dream and vision, voice with past 

and future.
For this show, the band features an all-star lineup of:

Hannah Marsden - Vocal, Guitar
Takatsuna Mukai - Electric Violin

Fayann Smith (Naked Grace Missionaries, Occult Hardware) - Bass Synth Rob Burnham (Naked 
Grace Missionaries, Occult Hardware) - Guitar, Korg Monotron

Ed Dingley - Electric Viola
Alex Mackenzie - Percussion 

LABO

Open mic // KARAOKE night 

THURSDAY 5 July 2018

5.07 THUR
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FRIDAY 6 July 2018

11:00

12:45

ICÔNES TRILOGIE - ICONES 1 
Collectif Boxon Sentimental (FR/Finland)  
Theatre (75 min, Français) 
THEATRE XL
'Icones' explores our need to believe in something - whether it be a church 
(Icones 1), an ideology (Icones 2), or eternal love (Icones 3). We have 
recontextualise these themes through research on 100 years of Russian history, 
from the Revolution to today. Why is there the need to create icons, how does 
faith influences our daily life, our relationships, the way we organise our societies? 
How does authority exploits our need for faith and belief? Some icons are broken, 
other are re-discovered : The only consistency lies probably in our intimate faith - 
or in the shapes that it takes?

Project CHELOVEK (RUS) - Présentation (30 min, English)  
THEATRE XXL

                         

6.07 FRI
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13:15

15:00

15:00

MATCH
Nouvelle Hydre (FR) - Theatre (75 min, Français)  
LABO
It's an evening game, two friends meet, they wrote, they have a meeting. An 
ordinary, everyday, announced meeting, which will be more singular than the 
others. The supposed space of the salon, the space between them, is transformed 
into a place of convocation, dueling, a ring where the words are worn in 
uppercuts and the meeting becomes a pretext for settling accounts.

AWAKE: AN IMPROVISED DREAM  (ÉVEILLÉ: UN RÊVE IMPROVISÉ)
Aiden Bromley et Tomasz Jan (Poland/GB) - Theatre (60 min, English)  
THEATRE XXL
In AWAKE: AN IMPROVISED DREAM everything is improvised, including the light 
design and the music. It’s a drift into the the unconscious and a celebration of the 
fascinating world of dreams. Originally the show was Tomasz Jan’s final 
dissertation at Rose Bruford College (London) and a part of an investigation on 
the relationship between the act of dreaming and the art of improvising.

WHEN YOU FALL DOWN - THE BUSTER KEATON STORY  
(Quand On Tombe - L'Histoire De Buster Keaton)
James Dangerfield (GB) - One-man Musical (60 min, English)  
THEATRE XL
1928. Buster Keaton, star of the silent movies, arrives in Culver City at the movie 
studio, which is to be his new home. He takes this momento to reflect on his life 
and career.
Through slapstick, songs and soft shoe shuffle, follow the triumphs and trials of 
silent film star Buster Keaton as he makes his iconic movies. As the world whirls 
around him, with his marriage failing, his career in danger and turning to the 
bottle, Buster must hit his mark as he films the most dangerous stunt of all.

6.07 FRI

FRIDAY 6 July 2018
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16:15

16:30

17:30

THE STORY OF YOU & I (A PERFORMANCE TRILOGY)
(L’HISTOIRE DE TOI & MOI (UNE TRILOGIE)
Vertical Exchange Collective (GB) - Theatre (75 min, English)  
LABO
The Story Of You And Me (A Trilogy) is an intimate, interactive and immersive 
exploration of the themes of love, loss, and regret, in three parts: Part I - I Devour 
You, Part II - I Hold You and Part III - I let you go. Together, these three parts 
describe the path of a romantic relationship.

DEUS EX MACHINA
Sphota!Teatro et Ahora o Nunca Producciones (ES)  
Physical Theatre (60 min,Spanish) 
THEATRE XXL
Deus ex Machina is a physical theatre piece depicting a philosophical reflection 
on human destiny and civilisation. The main female performer evolves within 
everyday physical actions, blinded, during the whole of the performance. It is a 
work on symbolic and oneiric images, with text at the beginning and at the very 
end of the show.

DROUGHT  (SÉCHERESSE)
Kate Radford (GB) - Theatre (60 min, English)  
THEATRE XL
In ancient times....in ancient Greece.....Lived Caenis. Daughter of Hippea and 
Elatus of Thessaly. Caenis was most beautiful of all the maidens, made more 
beautiful by equal charm and knowledge. Intelligent, desired, demanded from by 
all the men from far and wide for her hand in marriage. Which she refused. She 
chose a life happy and alone.... until Poseidon, god of the sea, master of waves, 
keeper of tides took her. Changed her. As a parting gift he grants her one wish. 
Her wish? To be transformed into a man.

6.07 FRI

FRIDAY 6 July 2018
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18:00

18:00

19:15

VOIX SECRÈTES - Secret Voices 
Le Bal Des Mouches (FR) - Theatre (105 min, Français)  
THEATRE XXL
Secret voices talks of the madness of a man forced to be normal - it is the 
encounter of different voices ; those of the margins of society, those of the 
abandonned, of the ones who have no more faith in anything.

                         
LEPERE : COMBAT(S) CHOISI(S)
Lucas Rahon (FR) - Theatre (60 min, Français)  
LABO
This is the story of the meeting between the son and all the fathers he has always 
dreamed of having. In the dim light of a room, Lefils starts every night in search of 
his Leper. Then, in a whirlwind of violence, he meets the men who grew him and 
the others (Boy Georges, David Bowie, Georges Foreman ...) Men of sport,  
popular culture , men of the intimate, this endless quest, endless, the boundaries 
of the ritual reveals the secrets of a son in search of father (s). The story of 
encounters, fights, fantasies and intimacies.

AGENT OF INFLUENCE  (AGENT INFLUENT)
Sarah Sigal/Fluff Productions (USA/GB) - Theatre (75min, English)  
THEATRE XL
London. 1936. Lady Pamela, Times fashion columnist and socialite, is recruited by 
MI5 to keep notes on Wallis Simpson and Edward VIII, suspected to be colluding 
with the German Embassy. But Pamela suddenly realises that what began as an 
adventure has led to a deadly struggle for power in a world in the shadow of war.

6.07 FRI

FRIDAY 6 July 2018
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6.07 FRI

19:30

20:30

21:30

PARALLEL STATE  (ÉTAT PARALLÈLE)
Roberta Gotti (IT/GB) - Theatre (30 min, English)  
LABO
On an urban estate a woman tells of the lives of people in the community. 
Characters from past, present and future are connected by a 'space-time 
continuum'. An invisible chain of memories, childhood games, sorrows, heart 
beats, bind these beings who are searching for existential liberty. A unique voice 
which creates a double effect both alluring and perturbing at the same time. 

THE SHIP 
Bred in the Bone Theatre Company  - Theatre (60 min, English) 
THEATRE XXL
The The Crab Cannery ship is Bred in the Bone’s newest major work under 
development.  Based on Takiji Kobayashi’s 1923 novel of working class struggle.  
The performance follows the sufferings of the exploited workers on a Japanese 
Crab Fishing Ship Kanikōsen, showing the vivid imagery of an oppressed life at 
sea and a fight for human dignity.

C O N C E R T

YESUN TSATSAL
Concert of Mongolian Music

LABO
The artistic project Yesun is directly inspired by 'Yesun Tsatsal", the sacred wooden spoon used to 

pour the milk for the offering to the Gods of the steppes. Yesun is a band that has toured in 
France for 8 years, playing traditional music « Biyelgee ». Since 2009 UNESCO has officially 

celebrated these as non material world heritage, and Yesun has dedicated its work to developing 
and preserving this tradtions.

Bujee and Ganaa have both trained at the National Music and Dance Conservatoire, as well as the 
University of Art and Culture of Oulan-Bator in Mongolia.

FRIDAY 6 July 2018
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7.07 SAT

SATURDAY 7 July 2018

w o r k s h o p
ACTOR TRAINING IN MUSICALITY - ‘PRACTICING THE ACTOR’S SCALES’
Masterclass by Bred In The Bone Company
  
Bred In The Bone Company
Bred in the Bone is a multi-national collective of theatre makers based in Brighton, UK. Over the 
last decade, we have trained, led workshops, hosted residencies, and performed as a collective all 
over the world, from the Grotowski Institute in Wroclaw to the Chora Cultural Centre on 
Samothraki Island, Greece. We have worked most regularly alongside Theatre De Menilmontant, 
Paris, and Rose Bruford College of Theatre and Performance, London, to present upwards of 30 
pieces of work, from Shakespeare and T.S. Eliot, to new writing and music performances. We aim 
to restore the actor and ensemble to the centre of performance, using principles of coordination, 
musicality, impulse, and emotion-action to form our training and, organically, our performance.
 
Masterclass in actor training in musicality 'practicing the actor's scales'  will provide the unique 
opportunity for a limited number of actors to work intensively within both our core company 
training.
The training will provide participants with a deep insight into core aspects of our work, including:
 
Emotion Action – Musicality – Movement – Text – Singing - Co-ordination Training / Actor’s Scale

“It was the most fulfilling experience and the biggest change in perspective I have ever experienced.”
Ariadna Tilve, Spain – Residency Participant

3  hours
Reservation: training@bredinthebone.co.uk
Price: 35 euro
Théatre De Menilmontant
                         

10:00
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15:00

15:00

16:30

VOIX SECRÈTES - Secret Voices
Le Bal Des Mouches (FR) - Theatre (105 min, Français)  
THEATRE XXL
Secret voices talks of the madness of a man forced to be normal - it is the 
encounter of different voices ; those of the margins of society, those of the 
abandonned, of the ones who have no more faith in anything.

                         DROUGHT  (SÉCHERESSE)
Kate Radford (GB) - Theatre (60 min, English)  
THEATRE XL
In ancient times....in ancient Greece.....Lived Caenis. Daughter of Hippea and 
Elatus of Thessaly. Caenis was most beautiful of all the maidens, made more 
beautiful by equal charm and knowledge. Intelligent, desired, demanded from by 
all the men from far and wide for her hand in marriage. Which she refused. She 
chose a life happy and alone.... until Poseidon, god of the sea, master of waves, 
keeper of tides took her. Changed her. As a parting gift he grants her one wish. 
Her wish? To be transformed into a man.

AGENT OF INFLUENCE  (AGENT INFLUENT)
Sarah Sigal/Fluff Productions (USA/GB) - Theatre (75min, English)  
THEATRE XL
London. 1936. Lady Pamela, Times fashion columnist and socialite, is recruited by 
MI5 to keep notes on Wallis Simpson and Edward VIII, suspected to be colluding 
with the German Embassy. But Pamela suddenly realises that what began as an 
adventure has led to a deadly struggle for power in a world in the shadow of war.

7.07 SAT

SATURDAY 7 July 2018
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17:30

17:45

18:15

Project CHELOVEK (RUS) - Présentation (30 min, English)  
THEATRE XXL

MATCH
Nouvelle Hydre (FR) - Theatre (75 min, Français)  
LABO
It's an evening game, two friends meet, they wrote, they have a meeting. An 
ordinary, everyday, announced meeting, which will be more singular than the 
others. The supposed space of the salon, the space between them, is transformed 
into a place of convocation, dueling, a ring where the words are worn in 
uppercuts and the meeting becomes a pretext for settling accounts.

ICÔNES TRILOGIE - ICONES 2 
Collectif Boxon Sentimental (FR/Finland)  
Theatre (75 min, Français) 
THEATRE XL
'Icones' explores our need to believe in something - whether it be a church 
(Icones 1), an ideology (Icones 2), or eternal love (Icones 3). We have 
recontextualise these themes through research on 100 years of Russian history, 
from the Revolution to today. Why is there the need to create icons, how does 
faith influences our daily life, our relationships, the way we organise our societies? 
How does authority exploits our need for faith and belief? Some icons are broken, 
other are re-discovered : The only consistency lies probably in our intimate faith - 
or in the shapes that it takes?

7.07 SAT

SATURDAY 7 July 2018
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18:30

19:30

20:00

IL ETAIT DES FOIS A VÉRONE - Once upon a time in Verona
Collectif A vous de voir direction Faraban Koulibaly (FR) 
Theatre (75 min, Français)
THEATRE XXL
We will not tell the tale of these two, or that one
or this or that, or even these while we're at it.
It's a story of homes, of Love and of desire.
Or a story of lives and deaths.
We have dived with our bodies in Verona, and we came out with stories ;
Stories we will try to tell, with as much imprecision as possible...

LEPERE : COMBAT(S) CHOISI(S)
Lucas Rahon (FR) - Theatre (60 min, Français)  
LABO
This is the story of the meeting between the son and all the fathers he has always 
dreamed of having. In the dim light of a room, Lefils starts every night in search of 
his Leper. Then, in a whirlwind of violence, he meets the men who grew him and 
the others (Boy Georges, David Bowie, Georges Foreman ...) Men of sport,  
popular culture , men of the intimate, this endless quest, endless, the boundaries 
of the ritual reveals the secrets of a son in search of father (s). The story of 
encounters, fights, fantasies and intimacies.

ICÔNES TRILOGIE - ICONES 3
Collectif Boxon Sentimental (FR/Finland)  
Theatre (75 min, Français) 
THEATRE XL
'Icones' explores our need to believe in something - whether it be a church 
(Icones 1), an ideology (Icones 2), or eternal love (Icones 3). We have 
recontextualise these themes through research on 100 years of Russian history, 
from the Revolution to today. Why is there the need to create icons, how does 
faith influences our daily life, our relationships, the way we organise our societies? 
How does authority exploits our need for faith and belief? Some icons are broken, 
other are re-discovered : The only consistency lies probably in our intimate faith - 
or in the shapes that it takes?

7.07 SAT

SATURDAY 7 July 2018
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20:30

22:00

22:00

22:15

THE SHIP
Bred in the Bone Theatre Company  - Theatre (60 min, English) 
THEATRE XXL
The The Crab Cannery ship is Bred in the Bone’s newest major work under 
development.  Based on Takiji Kobayashi’s 1923 novel of working class struggle.  
The performance follows the sufferings of the exploited workers on a Japanese 
Crab Fishing Ship Kanikōsen, showing the vivid imagery of an oppressed life at 
sea and a fight for human dignity.

AWAKE: AN IMPROVISED DREAM  (ÉVEILLÉ: UN RÊVE IMPROVISÉ)
Aiden Bromley et Tomasz Jan (Pologne/GB) - Theatre (60 min, English)  
THEATRE XXL
In AWAKE: AN IMPROVISED DREAM everything is improvised, including the light 
design and the music. It’s a drift into the the unconscious and a celebration of the 
fascinating world of dreams. Originally the show was Tomasz Jan’s final 
dissertation at Rose Bruford College (London) and a part of an investigation on 
the relationship between the act of dreaming and the art of improvising.

WHEN YOU FALL DOWN - THE BUSTER KEATON STORY  
(Quand On Tombe - L'Histoire De Buster Keaton)
James Dangerfield (GB) - One-man Musical (60 min, English)  
THEATRE XL
Through slapstick, songs and soft shoe shuffle, follow the triumphs and trials of 
silent film star Buster Keaton as he makes his iconic movies. As the world whirls 
around him, with his marriage failing, his career in danger and turning to the 
bottle, Buster must hit his mark as he films the most dangerous stunt of all.

                         PARALLEL STATE  (ÉTAT PARALLÈLE)
Roberta Gotti (IT/GB) - Theatre (30 min, English)  
LABO
On an urban estate a woman tells of the lives of people in the community. 
Characters from past, present and future are connected by a 'space-time 
continuum'. An invisible chain of memories, childhood games, sorrows, heart 
beats, bind these beings who are searching for existential liberty. A unique voice 
which creates a double effect both alluring and perturbing at the same time.  

7.07 SAT

SATURDAY 7 July 2018
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8.07 SUN

SUNDAY 8 July 2018

11:00

11:30

13:30

22:15

IL ETAIT DES FOIS A VÉRONE - Once upon a time in Verona
Collectif A vous de voir direction Faraban Koulibaly (FR) 
Theatre (75 min, Français)
LABO
We will not tell the tale of these two, or that one
or this or that, or even these while we're at it.
It's a story of homes, of Love and of desire.
Or a story of lives and deaths.
We have dived with our bodies in Verona, and we came out with stories :

Stories we will try to tell, with as much imprecision as possible...                         

SUNDAY MARKET - ALL DAY 
NETWORKING
Theatre de Menilmontant courtyard

LEPERE : COMBAT(S) CHOISI(S)
Lucas Rahon (FR) - Theatre (60 min, Français)  
LABO
This is the story of the meeting between the son and all the fathers he has always 
dreamed of having. In the dim light of a room, Lefils starts every night in search of 
his Leper. Then, in a whirlwind of violence, he meets the men who grew him and 
the others (Boy Georges, David Bowie, Georges Foreman ...) Men of sport,  
popular culture , men of the intimate, this endless quest, endless, the boundaries 
of the ritual reveals the secrets of a son in search of father (s). The story of 
encounters, fights, fantasies and intimacies.

MATCH
Nouvelle Hydre (FR) - Theatre (75 min, Français)  
LABO
It's an evening game, two friends meet, they wrote, they have a meeting. An 
ordinary, everyday, announced meeting, which will be more singular than the 
others. The supposed space of the salon, the space between them, is transformed 
into a place of convocation, dueling, a ring where the words are worn in 
uppercuts and the meeting becomes a pretext for settling accounts.
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8.07 SUN

16:30

18:00

C L O S I N G  O F  T H E  F E S T I V A L  
THEATRE DE MENILMONANT - SALLE LABO 

PARALLEL STATE  (ÉTAT PARALLÈLE)
Roberta Gotti (IT/GB) - Theatre (30 min, English)  
LABO
On an urban estate a woman tells of the lives of people in the community. 
Characters from past, present and future are connected by a 'space-time 
continuum'. An invisible chain of memories, childhood games, sorrows, heart 
beats, bind these beings who are searching for existential liberty. A unique voice 
which creates a double effect both alluring and perturbing at the same time.
 

THANK YOU ! 
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!

REVESDAVANTLAUBEFEST.COM

SUNDAY 8 July 2018



PRACTICAL INFORMATION

TICKETS
1 show : 10 €
Pass 1 day : 30 €
Pass 3 days : 60 €             
Pass Festival : 90€

Reservation/booking
Tel. :+33 1 46 36 98 60
At the theatre : tuesday-saterday 14h > 18h
Reservation via email : resa@menilmontant.info
Book online : http://www.menilmontant.info/fr/billetterie
Festival Web Site: 
www.revesdavantlaubefest.com - FR
www.dreamsbeforedawn.weebly.com - ENG

ACCESS
Théâtre de Ménilmontant

  
15 rue du Retrait Paris 75020
Métro Ligne 3 GAMBETTA/ Bus lignes 96 et 26 

For any information contact Matthieu Leloup-Bellon  tel. + 44 77 87 44 63 71                                                          
Nathalie Blanchard Hamel tel. +33 06 23 08 79 66                                                                                       
press@revesdavantlaubefest.com -revesdavantlaubefest.com/ dreamsbeforedawn.weebley.com                                              
BOOK TICKET - menilmontant.info



REVES D’AVANT L’AUBE : OUR PARTNERS

For any information contact Matthieu Leloup-Bellon  tel. + 44 77 87 44 63 71                                                          
Nathalie Blanchard Hamel tel. +33 06 23 08 79 66                                                                                       
press@revesdavantlaubefest.com -revesdavantlaubefest.com/ dreamsbeforedawn.weebley.com                                              
BOOK TICKET - menilmontant.info



RÊVES D'AVANT L'AUBE 2018

We live in different countries and speak different 
languages but we are on the same path, searching for 

artistic truth! 

3-8 JULY 2018 // THÉÂTRE DE MENILMONTANT // PARIS

For any information contact Matthieu Leloup-Bellon  tel. + 44 77 87 44 63 71                                                          
Nathalie Blanchard Hamel tel. +33 06 23 08 79 66                                                                                       
press@revesdavantlaubefest.com -revesdavantlaubefest.com/ dreamsbeforedawn.weebley.com                                              
BOOK TICKET - menilmontant.info


